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Third
Wi
Lobo Track Team Will Seek
The undefeated UNM tr1.1ck
and .field team will go after its
third straight win Saturday
when the Lobos meet the University of Ad11:ona in Tucson.
Idle last week, the Lobos opened their outdoor season by winning 15 of 19 events against the
Mexican Olympic team in Mexico City and then returned home
to defeat Nebraska and Wyoming
in a triangular. New Mexico won
11 events to score 94 points followed by Nebraska with 60 ami
Wyoming with 25,
Arizona defeated Iowa last
week 84-60 to move the Wildcats
record to 4-1 for the season. Arizona defeated Wyoming 90 1/353 /13 and won tbree-WI;\Y meets
with 100 points against Northern
Arizona (42) and Te,;as Western
(39) and had 75 to defeat Ari·
zona State (58) and Occidental

I
I

I

When You ~ Keep Alert

threw the spear 23' 5%" and has
(48). In a triangul;\r with South· the sprint:;; and distance events. shown no side effects to the operern California, Arizona finished Senior Bernie Rivers won both ation.
Hackett was also pleased with
in second with 41 points. USC the 100 and 220 yard dashes
while defending WAC champion his 440 relay team of Rivera,
had 102 and ASU 38.
New Mexico will lack the depth George Scott won both the one Steve Caminiti, Ken Head and
Rene Matison. The quarter ran
it usually has beca1,1se Coach and two mile events.
Frank Burgasser, the UNM a ;40.9 in anything but ideal
Hugh Hackett is holding his
freshmen out of varsity compe· record holder in the javelin, has conditions, The mile relay team
titian. The Lobos made a good returned after sitting out last of Matison, Art Ba'ltter, Clark
early season showing against season because of an elbow oP- Mitchell and Head won the event
Nebraska and Wyoming in both . eration. Here two weeks ago he at 3:14.7 while Nebraska was
clocked at 3:16.2 .
·~··-~,:~·-·1
New Me,;ico has no depth in
.
.. \
the weights but should be able to
score in the long and t~·iple jumps
with Baxter and Ira Robinson.
The Lobos have no one that can
touch Arizona's great high jumper Ed Caruthers who has already
cleared 7 2% this season.

.-.-.-

6-3 for Season
~~~~------~-----

Wolfpack Tennis Team to face
Arizona, Sun Devils This Weekend

New Mexico's tennis team,
sporting a 6-3 season record, will
invade Arizona this weekend
with a match with Arizona State
University scheduled for Saturday in Tempe and a match with
Arizona in Tucson on Monday.
The L obos split home matches
las~ we~kend by de!eating the
Umversity of Wyommg 8-1 bef
1 • to Trinity University
sore osmg
- ·
UNM's number one doubles
team of Ton Bull and Van Hill,
currently ranked the top duo in
the Southwest, continued its winning ways to take a 7-0 doubles
record to the two Arizona schools.
The pair have not lost a set this

When you can't afford to be drowsy.
lnattenti\le, or anything less than a/1 •
there . •. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
Capsules deliyer the awakeness of
• line ad., n•-& Umes, .2.00. lnlertiona
mut be aubmltted bJ noml on du before
two cups of coffee, stretched out
vubU.atlon to Room 1&11, Student Publlea•
up to six hours. Safe
tiona BulldlniJ, or te)-vhone 21'1·'002 or

WANT ADS

and non·hanlt-tormlng.

·'

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

Yachting Summer
POSITIONS
'Tiie North America<! Yachting Association is soliciting ~ummer iob appllcotions. Oue to the results of t1
recent survey of sail ond power vessel owners on the East coast, West
coast, Gulf area and the Great Lakes,
applications from college students or
graduates are being acc:epted (no
lull time employment). Employment
for experienced as well as ineJ<peri•
enced young men and women of
good character is available. Facility
in cooking or child care is particular·
ly helpful. Crewing al!ards the op·
porlunity to acquire or sharpen boot•
hig skills and visit new places while
earning reasonable income in plea·
sont outdoor surroundings,
'To APPLY: Send NAYA o resume us·
ing the form below and your ap•
plication wi!l be reproduced and for•
worded to over :3,000 owners of
large croft.
NOTE: Our reproduction system re·
quires that all resumes be clearly
typed with black ribbon (or hand
printed with de1rk block ink) on a
white 3" x .S" card using the exact
formal outlined below including each
. item with approprlote number (i.e,
{l] John Doe [2] 1704 Mctin St.)
[1] Name [2) Address [3]
Phone no. f4] Age [S]
School (6] Available from.
, . • to. • • , in (stale geo·
erol ored(s)
) [7] Pre·
vious relevant experience
[8] Twtl Personal references
[9] Preference (sailing or
cruising, etc.) tl O] Other
pertinent facts [I 1] Twa or
more 'a,:>pllcants wishing to
work together, state this
prefarence,

•j,•
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~
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Send with $6.00 processing fee to:
North American Yachting
Assodation
1421 Walnut St.
l'hila., Po. 19102
·....
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season and were ext~nded to sev·
en game sets only tWlce-b¥ U~h
and Stanford. Bul~ and H1ll ~111
be in the top slot m doubles w1th
veterans Jeff Quinn and T.ed
Russell in the numbe1· two smgles. Quinn ::'nd Russell now
stand at 6-1 m doubles compet't'
n
1
~o~ch Joe Ferguson's prob.
'11 b R
11 (3 4)
able entnes Wl
e u~se
in the number one smgles followed by Bull (6-2), Hill (6-3),
Quinn (6-2), Bob Stehwein (2-'1)
and Willie Oropez ( 4-4) ,
Last season New Mexico and
Arizona split with the Wildcats
winning 5-4 and the Lobos reversing the score the following
day. The Lobos were 2·0 against
Arizona State last season win·
ning 9-0 and 7-2.

; FOR SALE
1965 Red Mustang, 6 1:yl. Radio & beat•~· Call 248-5620 <>~ 242-0772, ask for
Jees Sandoval. Leave :vour phone no, if
owner not in. 4/6, 6, 1, 10
1966 Ducat!, 250 scrambler with extns.
In ~cellent condition, 1800 milea. Call
256·3676 after 5 p.m. 4/5, 6, 'I
SYMPHONIC stereo high 1idellty set,
all-wood cabinet, table modeL $50 or
best otTer. See at Room 159, Student
PublicatloM Bldg.
FOR SALE: 1965, 250cc Yamab& Catalina.
Excellent ellndition, 3500 miles. $450.00
or best otter. Call 268·2330 after 4 p.m.
4/3, 5, 6, 7.
BRICK home. 16 minutes from University.
3000 sq. ft., 4 or 6 bedrooms, a full
baths, bet<Utiful paneled den p]U!l recreation room. Ref, air cond. Call 265·7733.
3/29 contin.
FAMOUS Personality p.,tero, 2'h'x3'h',
MeQU:een, Peter Fonda, Brando, Lerlnf
Bruce, Mao, Field!, Allen Ginsburg,
Elnatein, Dylan, Rolling Stones, New•
man, Clint Eastwood piU!l more, send
for list. Shipping anywhere in U.S.
prepaid. 1 pooter $1.71), 2 pooten $3.00,
3 pooters ,4.25. Madam Butterlly's Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colc>rotdo
80220.
FOR Slll~: A pair uf Wire whee!B. Will
fit Austin, Healey, MG or Triumph.
$25.00 for the pair. Call ~56·1159 after
5 p.m.
3/31, 4/3,6,6.
WAN'f TO RENT
OSU Prof. and family want to rent fur•
nisbed home in good location June•
August. Ref. Write P.O. Box 241, Dublin, Ohio. 4/6, 6, 7
FOR RENT
EFFICIENCY apartment, 2 blocks from
campUs, $65.00 per month, utilities
paid. See at 119 Mllple NE or call

STUDENT to deliver New Mexico LOBO
Thtttadll:vs, 1Z :30 to 2 p.m. Experienced
scooter drl'/et or Use own car. Pays
tUO. See Mr. French, Student Pu\>.
lleatltma Bldg,
·

Call 243-5671

SOUTHWEST
200 THIRD NW

T

H

'

700 Broe>dwoy NE
200 Wyoming SE

'247-8219

HELP ERADICATE LARGE CARS
Call or See Your '0071
Volkswagen Salesman

t

N

CARROLL DAVIS

K

Aulhl)rixed ,
Sales
444SANMATEOSE

PHONE26S.5626

NEW MEXICO'S fRIENOUPT VW DEALER

By TOM GARCIA
Hanoi today believes that they
are winning the war, but the U.S.
is proving them wrong, Robert
Barnett, deputy assistant secretary of state for Far Eastern
Affairs, said in the Union Ballroom last night.
Barnett was .speaking for the
nationwide program, "Great Decision." The prog:ram consists of
analytical, informal discussions
based on the latest facts.
Eight carefully selected foreign policy questions of importance to every American are used
each year. The program is now
in its 13th year and is uffered
during February and March by

TEAMS INEducation

,., Agriculture
<z Community Development
IV'S needs highly.. motiv-ll.ted

eollog~

1VS I!JI!'Ok& p"ople with degrQII!'B
and ~grlt:ultur~~

10

The deadline for applications
for Blue Key, senior men's honurary', is April 11. Applications
may be picked up at Dean Mathany's office in the administration building and submitted to his
office or to an ufficer of Blue Key.
To be eligible applicants must
have junior status, be active on
campus, and have a cumulative
grade point average of 2.78 or
higher.

for CO-EDS only
Your Co-ed SWEETHEART Ring
Elegant enough for all occasions

co-ed

EETHEART ring
Now available at

associated
students
bookstore

Another member of the committee, Cleve Seamon, said, "it
seems strange that the Regents
would override our constitution
since is actually their own doing.

graduates to fill ope'mnge

liberal arts. educaUon, sc.io-nce

ROBERT BARNET!', Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for
Far Eastern Alfairs, spoke to an audience in the Union last
night on "Great Decision '67, China and Viet Nam." Barnett
told the audience .that Hanoi believes that they are winning the
war, but the U.S. is proving them wrong.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)

Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens ..... like
after a picnic, or when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goo£
up the taste or flatten the. flavor? ·
Relax.. You don't have to worry.
A really good beer like Budweiser is
just as good· when you chill it twice.
We~re mighty glad about that. We'd hate
to think of all our effort going down the
drain just because the tempet·ature has
its ups and downs.·
You can understand why when you
consider all the extra trouble and extra
expense that go into brewing Bud®. For
instance, Budweiser is the only beer in
America that's Beechwood Aged.
So •.. it's absolutely okay to chill
beer twice. Enough said. (Of course, we
have a lot more to say about Budweiser.
But we'll keep it on ice for now.)

Budweisen.

KING Of SE€RS • AIHIEUSER·BUSCH, INC. • ST.lOUIS
NEWARK • lOS 1\NGELES • TAMPA • II()USTON

the Foreign Policy Association, a
48-year-old organization engaged
in world affairs education.
Barnett 11poke on the two most
important problems now plagu~·
ing the U.S., China and Viet
Nam.
He said that the U.S. does
want to end the war, and has
indicated to Hanoi its readiness
to discuss peace. He pointed out,
however, that it takes two to
make a peace.
Barnett said that the war is
costing the U.S. $20 billion a
year, and is an expensive war
indirectly. "It has inhibited what
this country can do on poverty
nrograms and has had an infla-

4 Students Have Declared

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?

26 Take Out Petitions
For Student Government

·lc",:.

Twenty-six students have obtained petitions to seek student
government positions in the April
21 elections.
Three petitions have been released to candidates ll.Spiring to
the office of Associated Students
president: Jim Flagstead; Tom
Horn; John Thorson. Thorson and
Horn have made official an·
nouncements of their candidacy,
Two petitions are being circulated for the office uf ASUNM
vice-president: Bill Carr; Steven
van Dresser. Both have made official candidacy announcements•
Two p!ititions have been obtained by National Student Association co-ordinator candidates;
Steve Black, Larry_ Wells. Neither has made an offidal announcement to the LOBO.
Nineteen senatorial petitions
arc presently' being circulated by

Correction

The picture at the top of
yesterday's front page showed
• the UNM College Bowl team
with the firat-place trophy
they won last weekend in
Tempe, Ariz., not a trophy
won by the debate team. The
College Bowl team won first
place in cO!Il))etition against
team!l from other Western
Athletic Conference schools.

The whole matter seems to have
arisen la-rgely as a breakdown of
communication between students
and Regents."
Perovich said that these feelings were misconceptions in that
the resrulation of the activity fee

Executive Wages
Cut by Senators

l-lanoi ·Is Losing, Expert: Says

OPPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS
-.?~

were overriding the Senate constitution. He said, "the Regents
have the power to over1·ide our
constitution but it puts them in
a bad light in this case.''

Specialist on far East

and
Service

Blue Key

-

HELP WAN'l'ED

Sanitone
Professional caret

appJy lo

242·9963. 4/&. 6, 7, 10

••t

gvie your clothe~

Electrical engineering senior

the right to compete on a regional level in the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
student paper contest with his
talk "Strip Line Filters.''
Jeff Sells, a senior in electl'ical
engineering, took second .place
with his speech, ''A Simple Method for Instrumentation Timing."

LOST 1 A lade I< diamond ring,
In
:11elloW ge~ld with the nam!! K. K. Greene
Inside. Reward ot!ered. Lo4t March 5
betw...n SUB and Educational complex.
Call277-2864. 4f.'l, 5, 6, 1.

John Perovich, UNM Comptroller, told the LOBO last night
that the tuition and :(ee figures
for the 1967-68 academic year
were computed by the Regents
using $10 as the activity fee, but
that this figure was by no means
binding and was subject to
change by the Student Senate.
Perovich said that Dean Harold
Lavender had spoken with a
group of students concerning the
activity fee and it appeared that
they were in favor of setting the
activity fee at $10. F1>r this reason the Regents computed the
total fees with this figure.
Some members of the Senate
Finance Committee felt that the
Regents had violated the Senate
constitution by approving the activity fee without bringing it before Senate for discussion. It is
customary for such action to be
brought before the students before a final decision is made,
committee members said.
Tom Horn, chairman of the
Finance Committee, said that by
not asking the Senate's consent
before taking action, the Regents

Winner Is Listed
In Engineer Talk

Les Zavadil took first place and

LOST

No. 87

,zl•

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR

'

··.r.··

ELIN-Frank Jlurgnsser (2a8·5 'h), Tom
Solenberger
(189·6%). J DO rowdrJell,
POLiE VAULT-Jon Caffey (14·0), oe
Powdrell (14·6) : HlGH JUMP-ueorge
L<>ugbrldge (6-6), Harold Dailey; 0440
YD RJi;LAY-Bernie Rivers, Steve a•
miniti, Ken Head, Rene Ma~lsQn <'430~9)):
MILE RUN Web Loudat 14: !""'
George Scott (4:32.2), Bob Nanninga,
Adrian DeWindt; TRIPLE JUMP-Art
Jlnxter (47-11'11 ), Ira Robinson (47·2¥t,ls·
Joe Powdrell (43-5%.) ; HIGH HURDL"'
-Steve Caminiti, Harold Bailey , ( :14J.II~·
George Lou!!hridge; DISCUS-(M14•k0e11
roy (160·1), Doug Speegle
• :i(, ,
David Garner; 440 YD. DASH e!'
Head ( :47.1), Art Ba><tcr, Rene Maatl•
son ( :47.3) ; 100 YD. DASH - Bernie
Rivers ( :lo.l), Jim Sln--Cger1, kSteMv~t ~an·
miniti : 880 YD. RUN
ar
. 1e e
(1:54.1), Pat Cox (1:53.0}, Adr.an ll'!•
Windt· 440 IM HURDLEB-Ho.told BBI•
leY, St~ve Caminiti, Art Baxter: 220 ,YD.
DASH - Rene Matison, Bernie R1vers
(:21.7), Jim Singer: TWO MILE RUNGeot·ge Scott (9:24.1), Web Loudat (9:•
27.6), !lob Nanninga; MILE J;\ELAY Rene Matison, Art Baxter, Clark Mitchel~
Ken Hend (3:14.7).

FOR ARIZONA DUAL
PROBABLE ENTRIES
(Times and Distances are best
outdoor this BClll!On)
LONG JUMP- Steve Caminiti (22·
4%.), George Loughridge, Ira Robinson
(23·9) ; SHOT PUT-Mike Jeffrey ( 45·
2~), :Ooug Speegle. :David Garner; JAV·

'

211·•1ot.

llFFtCIENCY apartmentl, 1 block west of
UNM, •7UO to $86.00 all utllltleo paid.
Some with Improvement.. F'umlohod, oftstreet parkliiiJ, Call Sam Cooper, 26&.
8671, evtt~. 842•8280, Calrd·Notrio Realty,
Z/&, 9, 10.
LAri.GE apal'tinent, 2 bedroom, ne"' tam·
iahlniJa, elllelenc:v kitchen, AU utilltlee In·
eluded. Call Sam Cooper, 2&&.a57l, evto.
842·8280, Caird-Norrla J\..lty. 2/11, 9, 10.
SERVICES
CLEAN, oil and adluet portable typewrlt.
era t9.00, Eledrle $1UO, Standard
$11.00. Sp~clal for UNM Student.. Free
pick UP &: deliver:v. E &: E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 248·0588.
APARTMENTS
ROOM AND BOARD for college atu:dentc.
Co· educational, freedom and privae:v,
wall•to-WIIIl car~~etlni!J heated awimmln11
pool, good too(!, color TV and study
lounges. As low ns $29.25 a week for
room and board. The Collo!Ke Jnn, 803
Ash N.E., 243·2881.

,\

'

the foUowing persons: Bill Camp,
Ron Curry, Tod Delaney, James
Dines, Bob Finch, Pat Forrest,
Theodore Greiser, Ron Harris,
V'illiam
Bruce Higgens, Lee Mar"
tin, Jim Miller, Caryl Mitchell,
Ross Perkal, Gregg Ramse",
Jack
J
Redman, Toni Saunders, Rene
Silleroy.· Coleman Travelstead,

Student Senate last night unanimously approved Senate Bill
1 allotting salaries of $75 dollars
a month to the Associated Students president and $50 a month
to the vice-president. The President's new salary is a $25-amonth pay cut.
The bill, introduced early in
January, was held in the Senate
Finance Committee until last
night for extensive investigation
ar.d debate on the seve:ral amendments governing salaries for stu·
dent government officials.
After hea-rings the Finance
Committee recommended deleting
all provisions for salaries for officials except the president and
vice-president.
Educational Grants
Last night's bill allots $675 in
educational grants to the ASUNM president over a ninemonth period. The vice-president
will receive $450.

tionary impact on the economy,"
he stated.
The Vietnam war has also
Senate accepted the Finance
caused the U.S. western Euro- Connnittee•s.
-recommendation to
pe~ allies to become cautir;~us 11f
delete
sections
that would have
them and has resulted in conflict- · given the attorney
general $225
ing opinions on the home front, a year, the treasurer $225 a
Barnett said.
year, the administrative and the
He said that Hanoi thinks that legislative assistants $225 a
American opinion is g~>ing to year, and the chief justice of the
draw President Johnson into a Student Court $315 a year.
change of his pres lri~ commitMonthly Salaries
mj!nts.
The approved version of the
bill contains a provision not included in previous salary bills.
The president and vice-president
will draw thei-r salaries on a
monthly basis. Previously they
Two UNM students, Daniel H. received their salaries in a lump
Dennison and William T. Olson, sum after election.
are participating as delegates at
Senate also began debate on
the Ninth Annual Air Force next year's ASUNM budget proA ca demy Ass "~mbly Ap r 1'l 5-S 1'n 'POsed by Associated Students
President Dan Dennison, Trea• s·
C0 Iora do Sprmg
William C. Foster, directOr of surer Steve Bacchus, and the
the U.S. Arms Control and Dis· Senate Finance Committee.
armament Agency, will be the
May Be Amended
He emphasized that the reckeynote speaker at the assembly.
•
The topl'c 1's "A World of Nu· ommenda t•10ns are primary
proclear Powers?"
6
These annual assemblies are
(Continued on page >
co-sponsored by the Academy and
Columbia University, and are de·
signed to provide outstanding colThe THUNDERBIRD , UNM
lege students an opportunity to
literary maga~ine, will go on
discuss maJ'or national issues and
sa1e today in the coat check
to learn the difficulty of analyzroom of the Union. There is
ing problems and reaching a conno charge with ID card.

rested solely with the students.
The $10 figure had been used in
computation of the fees only
after it was evident that this met
with the approval of the student~.,

**
Tuition
*

The UNM Regents Satur·
day approved the proposed tu.
ition increases for the 1967-68
academic year. In-state students will pay $2.06. The figures were :j\12 less than the
increases originally recommended.
The mailing of University
brochures including the new
fees to incoming students WllS
approved by the Regents in
other action,

Von Dresser Bids··

For V-P Office
Student s en at or Steve van
Dresser has announced his Associated Students vice-presidential candidacy, addressing himself primarily to· the "involve•
ment of student government in
'"";'""

'''1

..
!

j

~.

i'

U. Students Att.end

A·1r .Forc.e Assembly

THUNDERBIRD

STEVEN VAN DRESSER
the soc1'al and academic problems
facing students at UNM."
The follo"'!'ng is his statement
"
of candidacy:
"I wish to announce my can- •
didacy for the office of ASUNM
vice-president. During my tet·m
of office I have continually worked in those areas which have
been of most vital concern to the
student
body. As· d'
vice-pr1'8ident
•
1 t
I will continue to d trect stut
en
t
·
government• towar
grea
cr
h
d · m-l
volvement m t e · aca
· ernie 1am
social problems facing stU< ents

:a~n~d~L~i~n~d~a~VV~i~ls~o~n~·--------------~s~e~n~s~u~s·~----------------------~=========================!------~(~C~o~ntinuedonpage2)

Iris Growing Is Professor's
(Editor's Note: This is the seeond in a series of three articles
by LOBO editor Lynne Frindell
on the unusual hobbies and/or
pastimes of several UNM administrators and faculty.)
By LYNNE FRINDELL
Hybridizing irises and teaching geology at UNM are two dif·
ferent professions, but for geol•
ugy professor Abraham Rosenzweig they are one and the same.
"I like doing something dif.
ferent,' 1 says Rosenzweig, "and
taking out my anxieties on a
spade in my 2500-square-foot
garden after the pressures of the
university :fulfills that desire.
This is my way> of relaxation.''
ltosenzweig is one of several
UNM professors and adminis·
trators whose hobby has nothilllt

one bloom. Other types of irises
have up to five blooms a plant,
while Arils have only one.
"I am really fascinated with
the Southwest since r came here
from the East 12 y>ears ago, but
the spring winds shred the flowers during the short week or two
they are in bloom," explained
Rosenzweig.
Minimum cost for Rosenzweig's
relaxation is maintenance of the
garden, although it can run into
several hundred dollars a year if
an iris grower is experimenting
by buying different hybrid plants
Mere Than One Bloom
from several nurseries across the
The Albuquerque Arils, a group country.
More Than Money Needed
of Albuquerque citizens who are
"But," explains Rosenzweig,
currently experimenting with
this particular flower, are trying "money won't make a garden
to hybridize ail iris ~hich would successful!. A little bit of luck
produce a plant with more than in the form o£ good weather is

to do with his day-to-day job.
Rosenzweig, an iris prizewinner, first became interested in
the hybridizing of the Aril iris,
one which flourishes in the Near
East and other arid climates,
when somebody just handed him
a flower seven. or eight years ago.
This particular species of iris
is not the normal big floppy flower, but it is smaller, arid it is
definitely marked. The flowers
vary in color frorn a pale to a
vivid yellow to brown and black,
all in various color combinations.

Hobby

needed :for that."
Professor Rosen:..weig has won
some 20 prizes for his plants
which he has exhibited in local
shows.
Spends Much Time
It depends on the time of year
as to the amount of time he
spends digging in his garden,
During the spring, he often gets
up at dawn and spends as much
as three-and-one-half hours a day
at the job. At other times of the
year, Rosenzweig puts in little
time comparatively.
"As for my wife, she is tol·
erant," explained Rosenzweig.
"The garden is real shabby when
the irises al'e not in bloom, but
it is worth it for a week or two
when we have a colorful checker·
board for a yard and a houseful
of freshly cut flowers.''

.-
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Army Officer Tearn
Recruits April 13-14

.

A U.S. Army officer selection
team will visit UNM campus
April 13-14 to Acquaint prospec·
tive graduates with the College
Gmdu~:~te Officer Candidate School
program.
The requirement for qualified
junior officers has increased significantly in the U.S. Army within recent months. President Johnson has directed the expansion of
U.S. military forces because of
continuing long-range military
commitments.
To supplement normal officer

l"age3

'

, ,'' H

\

-'lslamld Society

\ Saudi .Atabia and the Eid Picnic are. the topics of two movies
to be shown at a meeting of the
Islamic Society in Room 231-E of
the Union :tt'riday, April 7 at 7:30
p.m. A question and discussion
period will follow the movies.

listen to KUNM

COAT and
TR SERS
OIJ

lnclu6g Shirt, Cumrner~
bund, Tie, Haqdktrchiof,
C u I I I i n k s, Studs, ond
Boutonniere.

6.50

$10.00

Slhn~~
FIRST AND GOLD

•

NEW MEXICO LOBO

procurement, the Army has
launched an intensive recruitment
effort at selected colleges and
universities throughout the country. The team coming to UNM
may be contacted through the
Placement Qffice.

..
ENTIRE OUTFIT

Thursday, April6,196?

FREE PARKING

DIAL 247-4347

•

Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuqverque . , •
402 Central Ave., Downtown
124 Coronado Center

First

/#/

Choice

."lt:J'

Of The
THE POZO-SECO SINGERS, three young fplk-roek artists from Texas, will perform in the Union
on Wednesday, April 14, at 8 p.m. No advance tickets will be sold. The performance is sponsored
by the Union Program Directorate. The Pozo-Seco Singers have been performing together for
about a year, and in that time have released several best-selling singles, including "Time" and "Fll
1\<> Gone?' The t.rl~ is composed of Susan Taylor, Lofton Kline (left), and Donnie Williams, who
met and began playing together at Del-Mar College in Corpus Christi, 'Tex.

;· Von Dresser Bids
For V-P Office
(Continued From Page 1)
at the University,
I have had a very successful
year in the Senate as chairman
of· the parking committee, which
sought to alleviate the parking
problem, member of the Radio
Board, acting parliamentarian,
and most recently as chairman
o:f the Language Requirement
Opinion Survey Committee. In
addition to my student govern·
ment duties, I have been active

in the International Club, and I
am president of the Student
Veterans Association.
Among the student government
projects whieh I have initiated
and on which I have worked are
the parking study, coffee refills in
teh SUB, the weekly Senate Open
Gripe session, and the Intepmtional Center. Presently I ·am
working on charges in the Col·
lege of Arts and Sciences language requirement.

Engageables

I feel that I can give student
government the kind of dynamic leadership needed to realize
its full potential of serving all
the students.
The core of my campaign platform centers on a device for
greater co-operation between the
student body and their government.
I look forward to working with
you for a stronger student government and a greater UNM."

Juat~tt•wt-H0//~1
;
,. ,

~psak:e~
DIAMOND

Varsity Beauty Salon

,.,

Calling U

242-1337

discount-ask for it

FILM: "Two Daughters.'' Indian. Union
Theater. '1, 9:30 p.m. Adm. 50 cents with
ID card.

RINGS

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond ..• a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
Y<?urKeepsakeJeweler'sstore.
He's in the yellow pages under
"JeweIers. ..

Ill Harvard SE

THURSDAY

Ignition: pastel stripes on deep-color oxford batiste
... distinctively 6ANT.

REGISTERED

Great dash-this Plantation Striped Oxford
batiste button-down... and cool because its luxuriant
cotton fabric Is zephyr-light Tailored with -singular precision...

FRIDAY
SPORTS: Blllle'ball: Lobos meet Texas
Tech in a double header. UNM Diamond.
l p.m. Free.
SPECIAL: Deadline lor petitions o£
~nndidaey for students who Bee!< office in
the spring elections. Candidates for As·
soeiated Sb.identa president, vice Jltesi·
dent, and National Student Association
co<>rdinatot nC!I!d 100 si1111atures on their
petitions. Those running for the 13 open
seat& in Senate. need 15. Petition forms
and election rul<!8 are available ln the
Activit!"" Center and the fol'tllB must be
filed with the Elections Committee today.
DANCE: Friday Night Dance. Union
:Uallroom. 8 p.m. Adm. 26 cents.
CONCERT: University Symphony Orchestra llnder Dr. Kurt Frederick. Pro·
gram includes Beethoven's "Concerto lor
Violin, Piano, Cello and Orchestra" with
the world famous Alma Trio "" gucot
B9lolsts, and "Harold in ltaly" b)' Bet·
lroz, with· Andor . Toth playing the viola
solo. Concert Hall. 8 :15 p,m, Admission ·
on scallon tickets, general fee Is f1.50.
Students are free.

,
,
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,
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SATURDAY
SPORTS : Baseball: Lo'bos VII, Texas
Tech. UNM Diainond. 1 n.m. Free.
SPECIAL 1 SeVenth Annual Youth Ct~n•
terence on Human Relations. Kiv11. All
db)'. Attendlrl!!' will he high school stU•
dents and Job Corp• members.
l>'ILM l "Lilith," with Jean Scberg attd
Warren Beatty. Union Theater1 7, 10
p,m. Adm, 25 cent• with ID card.
SUNOAY
CONCERT: Sigma Alpha Iota Sprlrtg
Mu•ieal.,, Fine Arts Recital Jlall. 8:15
p.m. Free,
FILM: "l.Uith.'' stars Jean Seherg and
Warren Beatty, Union Theater, 6, 8 p.m.
Adm. 25 ecntll with ID ear'd.

...,

.

Keyed-up
students unwind
at Sheraton ...
and save money

typically 6ant. Tapered Hugger body. In pumpkin, pink
. ,~ or deep blue. About $8. DO at discerning stores.

Save with weekend discounts! Send for your
free Sheraton lD card today! It entitles you
to room discounts at nearly all Sheraton
Hotels and Motot Inns. Good on Thanksgiving and Christmas, holidays, weekends
all year round ! Airline youth fare ID cards '
also honored at Sheraton.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE ID CARD!

fiUCES: rltOM 1100. 10 l!SOOa~ 1\INGS tMlAMtO TO ~ltoW nt;_un <1-f'
Dti'AfL, ®fRAD[·MARIC"fttGo Ao If, F'CINI) COMf'ANr, INC:., UrAdLISHtO !Ut.

Ir--------------------~-----------·-------,
COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
I
1 c/o Sheraton·Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
I
1 Please rush tne a free Sheraton Student ID Card (or a free Fac· I
J ulty Guest Card}. I understand it entitles me to generous dis-

1 Name
I

1

I

J

I

I

1N a t n e ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address
I
1City
I

I

I
L ·
Student D Teacher 0 I
-------------------------------------~-J
Address_

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
,

I ..

\

fH~;) ~ANV~R-;N~;-M~T-;:N;w~~~

1 Please send

1 counts all year long at most Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns. I
I

.,

ne~ 2~-page booklet, "How To Plan Your En a e•
an~ new 12-page full color folder, boPh ~or
only 25c. Also, send spectal olfer of beautlful44·page Bride's Book.

ment and Weddmg.

Sold at:

STROMBERG'S- (Downtown • Win rock • Nob Hill)

I state
ip
I
I .KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. v. 13202 I

---..------------------
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LETTERS
Publiahed )londa7, We<lnii!O<Ia¥, Thursdsy o.nd Frido.y of the regular University year by the
Student Publieatiou lloard of the A08ocio.te<l Students of the Ur.ivcrsii:Y of New Mexico.
Seoond cia"" PDOtalre paid at Albuqu...-que, New l'lluioo. Printt.d .bY the Univet>ii:Y. Pri_nt·
iDir Plant. su..crlPtiol\ rate: U.50 for the school year, pay"ble lU acJVIU)oe. All ecl•tor~als
and oilrl\e<l oolumtl!l e:O:Pr<!S8 the views of the writer and not neoessarilv thQSe of the Stu·
dent Publioationo Board or of the University.

Editor-ip-Chief ----------------------------------- Lynne Frindell
Managing "Editor ------· --------------------------- Chuck Noland
Business Supervisor ---------------------------- Richard P. French
Advertising Manager ------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
Sports Editor --------------------------------- Nooley Reinheardt

A WRONG MOVE
GREAT BRITAIN has made ·a bid to regain her role of
Pl'ominence in the eyes of the world with the purchase of
40 American F-111 swing-back attack planes.
"' This purchase would eliminate the need for large numbers of British ground troops present in the Far East.
The stated price for the purchase is a cool $785 million,
but Britain will have the added expense of building new
Jandstrips, and of course, the all-obliging United States will
help pay for these.
The U.S., anxious to patch up its faulty balance of payments, has paved the way for the final arrangements ~or
the subsequent purchase of these 40 places after an earlier
request of 10 by Britain. Not only is the U.S. lending financial help to Great Britain for building air strips to accommodate these planes, but it is supposedly giving them a
rock-bottom bargain price of $7 million for each plane. Parts
a11d spares are to be bought from us also at the price we
state.
AS A RESULT OF THIS PURCHASE, Britain will be
left holding the bag as far as their balance of payments are
concerned. England already has itself deep enough in a
~quagmire of economic problems, but the U.S. has agreed
either to buy British equipment of the same amount over
the next 10 years or direct orders to Britain from elsewhere.
Despite cutbacks in Great Britain on other defense committments and despite her suffocating economic problems,
the need to keep up with modern military technology prevailed, and Britain is left with the same staggering economic problems of unemployment, a balance of payments
deficit, a devaluation of the pound sterling. But she will have
50 new F-111 jet fighters.
IN A RATHER BACKHANDE.D way, we have committed
Britain to backing American strategy, even though Britain's
views and ours fork at many paths, i.e., her diplomatic and
trade relations with Communist China and North Viet
Na=. It a\so =ay jeoparaize Britain's chances for obtain-

ing a much-sought-after berth in Europe's successful Common Market, a bid which is necessary or at least would be
•. instrumental in putting Britain back on her :feet economically.
U.S. businessmen, and the U.S. government is no exception, act ruthlessly on their own behalf. That's part of the
American character. We have done it again by unofficially
committing Britain to our strategy.
IT IS ALSO FELT that Britain went one step too far and
in the long run has hurt herself rather than helped herself
even if she would be 'militarily modern!
-Lynne Frindell
L~tten

Letters
,. POOR MR. LEO, REVISITED
Dear Editor:
The New Yorker magazine has
amused Jots of readers with its
"Infatuation With Sound of Own
Words" department.
The LOBO could use Brian
Leo's let~er published March 29
to launch! a comparable and popular: "lnfiltuation With Sound of
Rat(lfied :frthetoric" department. I
hop~ The \LOBO will do that.
"Gentle1Thursday" did not hurt
Mr. i Leo any more than it hurt
me. 1Which was not at all. l am
used to mits, and it does not take
me so much as a second to shrug
them off. Mr. Leo may not be as
veteran as I am, but 1 still say he
is an idicrt to resent the Gentle

•re

wilcome,

HERE WE GO AGAIN
Dear Editor:
An article on the front'page of
the LOBO recently brought unpleasant thoughts back to mind.
The headline read: "Seamon
Knocks Administration Campaign
Rules." Here it comes again; a
chance for the political activists
on campus to make their bids for
those positions so exalted above
all others-the student government elections.
Senator Seamon is complaining
because the restrictions upon the
placing of campaign posters
(they aren't allowed . . . in
Mitchell Hall, any claSSl'OOmSI,
any walls, windows, glass, poles,
trees or doorways.") will be "discrimilJatory against the big campaigner . • .." I am afraid the
senator is all too right.
Candidates for tile offices in
student government are elected
!Ill the basis of: personality, smile,
friends, sorority or fraternity,
amount of money behind them and
several momentous campaign issues which affect the very philosophical essence of this institute
of bigher learning (such as: coffee prices, book prices, the num·
ber of onanistic dances per week,
parki11g facilities and just a "better all around deal for the student
at UNM').
By limiting the area in which
smiling reproductions may be
1'!astered, the candidate's voteJ:::etting ability is correspondingly
reduced. A number of grinning
facsimiles accompanied by the
appropriate Greek pin and a
catchy caption {Phi Ffu Pew
kvows Sandy is a sweetie, or Bob
drives a Mustang, loves his
mother, loves the U.S. of A., loves
Alpha Aeta Fig, loves the Lobos
-he needs your vote) is the traditional weapon used by the campus hopeful.
The results of this political
predisposition to erect a smiling
mask and therefore avoid becoming any kind of a thinking
individual are painfully obvious.
A world filled with important
issues is beyond the scope of our
present government of partyplanners. The draft, CIA encroachments, the morality of Viet
Nam are overriding problems our
student body president has skirted in an effort to keep his nose
clean and his entourage of backslapping socialites free from dissent. Dennison has kept the faith,
baby.

Changes Made
In AFROTC Unit

and

ohould be no longer than 250
words, typewritten, doubl+
spaced.
Name,.
telephone
number and address must be
ineluded, although name will
be withheld npon request.

Cadet Col. Gilbert Zigler has
announced a change in his staff
in the Air Force ROTC Squadron
atUNM.
Cadet S/Sgt. William E. Luther
was assigned to relieve Cadet
S/Sgt. Charles M. Herndon as
education and training officer.
Herndon was assigned duty as
personnel officer for the rest of
the spring semester.

Thursday gentry.
According to historical legend,
the great Nobunga would have
killed the cuckoo; the greater
Hideyoshi would have forced it;
but the still greater Ieyasu would
have waited for the cuckoo to
strangle itself with its own notes.
Nobody thought of including
the emperor of Japan in the
cuckoo parley, and he never said
a word.
Japan still has an emperor, but
I don't see any Odas or "Toyotomis" or Tokugawas throwing
their weight around where it
counts.
Same-same, "Gentle Thursday."
Tell Mr. Leo I said so.
Frances Lenk

To Lead Program
William R. Bierl)aum, director
of the Union,p will moderate a
confe;rence at the International
Association of College Unions'
44th Annual Conference in Philadelphia April 9-12.
Bierbaum will conduct the pro·
gram on "Training at the NonProfessional Level."

TO TilE

EDITOR

The next plague of fun-seekers
from which a !!election will be
made promises to be no better,
Apathy is the wave. pf the fu~11re
and our UniversitY certa1nly
threatens t() drown itself in it.
For as long as student body campaigns are conducted in the same
manner and with the same intellectual impact as any high school
cl1eerleader's election, I and the
~reat majority ()f 11tudents at
UNM will ignore their existence.
My mind boggles at the prospect of reducing a great n~mber
of undesirables to an only shghtly
smaller group and labeling the
process democracy.
Alan R. Newman
QUESTIONS KENNEDY
Dear Editor:
James Kennedy's discussion
with University students last
Tlnnsday left much to be desired
-the truth.
How could we expect that he
would be hoTiest when he was
trying to sell Communism-:a
form of government, economic
system, and way of life completely inimical to the human spirit.
Although Kennedy is striving
:for a Communistic USA where
all rather than just a part of
the population would be poor, be

Mr. Paul B. Altemus, a representative of International Voluntary Services, Inc. (IVS) will
visit the UNM campus on Thursday, April 13, to discuss overseas
opportunities.
IVS, founded in 1953 as a private, non-prolit organization, provides small-scale technical assistance and works directly with the
peoples of developing countries.
Over 200 volunteers are now in
Southeast Asia in the fields of
education, agriculture, rural development, and youth work.
Appointments may be arranged
through the Placement Office.

bas ambitions for himself. He
admitted that he would like to
occupy Herbert Aptheker's spot
as the t()p dog Communist theoretician in the USA. If he is so
keen on Communism, why isn 1t he
planning to work in the factories
with the rest of the slaves?
He did make some interesting
statements. A-social individuals
in a Communist society would be
dealt with medically or psycha!ogica11y, he said. I hope those
who espouse the radical cause,
those who glory in their "non-conformity," those who lack the desire to work were listening.
Fellas, enjoy it while you may.
If Kennedy has his way, things
will be changing.
Adam Clayton Powell is going to get the full support of the
Reds in Harlem and sure enough,
Kennedy said, the Communist
party is actively involved in the
civil rights movement (I'd been
hearing rumors about that for a
long time, but I thought it was
just those right-wing extremists
spreading tales.)
When asked to define "freedam," Kennedy said that it is an
ever-changing condition. Evidently he hasn't read the dictionary
lately.
Beverly' Paul

.e[egan~ly c'i'a.fted
beautifully balanced,
contemporary styles from
our collection of nofionolly
advertised Orange Bl_ossom rings

THE ALMA 'l'RIO, (from left) Andar Toth, violin; Adolph Baller, piano; and Gabor Rejto, cello;
will be guest perfol:'mers at Friday night's appearance of the UNM Symphony Orchestra. This
group is the latest in the series of distinguished guest$ which have come to Albuquerque to perform with our 13tudent orchestra.

Alma Trio to Appear

With U. Orchestra
Mr. Nixon, Step
Into the Kitchen
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Fra"~ Ch,..,..U:ltt

~foSC!IW

\\' nom should I bump into here in Moscow but Mr. Richard Nixon.
Which isn't odd. Mr. Nixon is touring the whole wide wo~ld th~se
days in order to help solve the major problems facing mankmd. L1ke
how to win the GOP nomination next year.
Touring the world, of con;-se, -reinforces Mr: Ni.xo.n's im!lge as ~he
only Republican candidate w1th a wh1t of expenence m fore1gn affmrs,
It does, that is, if the hometown papers would kindly report that he's
touring the world. And that's a problem.
At least, it certainly was here in Russia. Mr. Nixon arrived and held
an airport press conference in which he said he was glad to be here.
The local American newsmen envisioned banner headlines saying
"NIXQN GLAD TO BE IN RUSSIA.'' And they ftled stories on graz•
ing conditions in Afghanistan instead.
Mr. Nixon requested a face-to-face confrontation with Mr. Klll!ygin.
Mr. Kosygin said he never spoke to tourists. 1\-lr. Nixon held "an
informal meeting" with us ace American newsmen in which he said
some very interesting things oii the record. He also said things on
the record. And so it went.
Ah, for the days of Khrushchev! Ah, Ah, for that glorious Kitchen
Debate of 1959 which so enhanced Mr. Nixon's fame as an able champion of the American Way of Life. Ah, if he could only pick a fight.
So for five days Mr. Nixon went all over Russia, buttonholing
Soviet citizens with a friendly grin, a warm handshake and, you get'
the impression, a large chip hopefully perched on his shoulder. "Hi,
there, you wouldn't care to step in the kitchen and go a couple of
rounds for television, would you?"
Well, you know how uncooperative these Russians can be. "Peace
and friendship," they'd say. Or, worse, "Who's Nixon?"
The days passed. Mr. Nixon kept smiling gamely. But you could see
him arriving back in New York and friends would say, "Hello, there,
Dick. Haven't seen you around. You been away?"
And then, on the very last day of his Mission to Moscow, when all
hope seemed lost, Mr. Nixon visited the American Exhibition of
Industrial Design-only a few hundred feet from the very spot where
he'd had. his famed Kitchen Debate with Mr. Khrushchev. And, would
you believe it, a generous, kind, cooperative Soviet citizen named Mr.
Vladimir Panov, 59, took him on.
Mr. Panov was delightful. Mr. Nixon was magnificent. ABC, NBC,
UPI and AP were present. What a setting! What nostalgia! What a
story! I c11n only hope it rated a few paragraphs in the dailies back
home.

* * *

Indeed, the event could mark a new ern in Soviet-American friendship. For instead of leaving' Moscow frustrated and embittered, Mr.
Nixon went away happy as a clam.
And there's no doubt that if he's elected President he will always
have a watm spot in his heart for f.he Russian people. Or at least for
Mr. Vladimir Panov, the man who did so much to make it aU }lossible.
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piece," said Dr. Frederick. "It requires three first-rate soloists,
with a great ensemble feeling," he
said "and I know that we have
such a group in the Alma Trio.''
This is the first year that the
UNM Orchestra lms bad pl-ofessional performers, and the pride
of the students in this fact as
well as their opportunity to play
in the new Concert Hall should
be reflected in a large turnout of
students.
Viola ~s Personage .
The second selection to be performed Friday is Hector Berlioz'
"Harold in Italy," drawn loosely
from Lord Byron's poem of that
title. Dr. Frederick explained
that "though this was composed
for Paganini, it did not satisfy
him at first, mainly because it
departed from usual concerto
form, not using the viola in a
'starring' role.' The composition
in many ways is an unusual one,
and Dr. Frederick described its
striking and surprising srtucture.
"It is remarkable, even for our
day, the way in which Berlioz
avoids symmetry and customary
orchestration," said Dr. FreExhibits of small bronzes,
terra•cotta, and .drawings by derick.
Reuben Nakian will be on display
at the University Art Museum
througl1 April 14. Prints recently
acquired by the Museum will be
on display until April 16.
The Cady Wells exhibition, previously announced for April, has
been postponed until the fall of
1967.
An exhibit of works by Ray~
mond Parker will be up from
April 23 to May 21. Student
Master's thesis works will show
from May 7 to lviay 21.
The Art Museum's Annual Student ExhiibUJn will be on display
from May 26 to June 2.
Summer exhibits include a show
of works by artists of New Mexico, an exhibition selected from
the University's collections which
will show from June 6 through
the end of August. Selected student work and prints by modern
A new bookler, published by a
masters will be on display in
June1 July, and August.
non-profit educational f<>undation, tells which career field lets
you make the best use of all
your college training, including
liberal-arts courses-which
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs cyery year-which car~er
field produces more cotporatron
presidents than any other-what
starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
and address. This 24-pagc,
c~necr-guide booklet, "Opportunities in Selling," will be
mailed to you. No cost ot obligation ..~tldress: c;ouncil on Op·
pottunmes, 550 Fifth Ave., New

By BRIAN LEO
The surprising things about
the UNM Orchestra concert this
Friday night involve the qualities
of both the orchestra and the
guest performers.
The UNM orchestra, which one
music professor has described as
many times as good as "the group
downtown," is appearing this
time with the Alma Trio, composed of Adolph Baller, piano;
Andor Toth, violinist; and Gabor
· Rejto, cellist.
Two Rewarding Works
They are performing two compositions which Dr. Frederick
described as very difficult, and
very rewarding. While the Beethoven work is not 'experimental,'
"it is an excessively difficult
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Dr. Kenneth E. Cox, UNM professor of chemical engineering,
has been re-selected as a N atlonal
Science Foundation research participant at Stanford University
this summer from June 1 to Sept.
1. He will conduct research for a
second year on the solidification
of selenium at high pressure.

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

I
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Dr. Cox Honored

Overseas Group
Recruits April 13

36, N. Y.,

YOUNG
JUNIORS
SIZES
6 TO 14

JUNIORS
SIZES
3 TO 13

EVERYTHING FOR THE YOUNG LADY of DISTINCTION

D DRESSES D
SPORTSWEAR 0 ACCESSORIES
II
An entire shop for Juni&'s only! Featuring
fabulous fashions for the "In Crowd." The
absolute latest in clothing and accessories with
the right, with-it look.
Dresses-Mini's-Coolottes-Bicycle SkirtsPant Suits-Swimwear and Beach Accessories
-Gift Items Galote-Jazzy Jewelry-'Things'
for Rooms-You Name It. If Teen Types
Love It, Gersons Has It.
So hurry in and make the Junior .Junction
Scene. Find out what it means to "Be a
Gerson Girl!"
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'Generation,' Conried Are Called Outstanding
Ex~cutive

Wages
Cut by Senators
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(Continued From Page 1)
posals and may have to be
amended.
The largest planned expenditures will be $26,000 for the
LOBO. $22,000 for the radio station, $20,000 for popular entertainment, $18,500 for the Cultural Committee, $16,500 for
-speakers program, and $9,500 for
Union Directorate.
Co-chairman of the Union Directorate Bill Ross has already
raised objections over the $9,500
planned for Directorate. His proposed budget for this year was
$10,440.
MIRAGE Cut Approved
Senators tentatively approved
a plan to reinstate the $34,000
cut from the budget of MIRAGE.
Student Publications Board had
not requested money for the
yearbook because they planned
to put it on a -subscription basis.
MIRAGE Editor Pete Kendall
answered Coleman Travelstead's
question, saying that the MIRAGE could not survive if it
were put on a subscription basis.
The Senators said they questioned the cut of the MIRAGE
budget because Student Publication-s would incurr costs on
buildings, equipment, and maintenance even if the MIRAGE
did not publish. In this case the
other publications including the

By BRIAN LEO
Conried aa a Chicago advertising
executive dueling with Tom
The Broadway play ''GeneraLigeon
as a New York phototion" appeared Tuesday night to
an appreciative audience com- grapher, rebellious and incidenposed primarily of townspeople, tally newly married to his laborstudents having somehow decided ing wife .
to be largely unrepresented.
Sources of Humor
Hans Conried, the widely exMr. Goodhart had a difficult
perienced and very tacky actor job in these characterizations.
playing The Father, was out- The two main people are drawn
standing, continually delivering more apart and become more anhis characterization to the other tagonistic than the audience
players in a way that brought should know them to be. When
them to their best also. Mr. Con- this is done the range of their
ried was better in more 'active' remarks is of a greatly farcical
passages, where his flurry of ex- contrariety.
cited irritation moved the pace of
The humor provoked from this
the play at the most satisfying
opposition can be genuine, that
speeds.
is, essentally derived from characFamily Entanglements
ters, and the medium of their inWith the impending birth of terraction we might call gags.
his first granddaughter, Jim Other times, for instance in "A
Bolton jumps into the lives of his Thousand Clowns," the creations
daughter and son-in-law, and are gags, the characters are prewith the help of his professional posterously bubbly collections of
friends stirs the whole group up 'humor,' but not 'people.' "Genwildly until, as he had expected, eration" deals with characters,
his daughter gives birth almost not very droll, or very underuneventfully, and he slumps, ex- standable, even, but more real
hausted. The humor lies in his than the comic-writing capacity
own labor pains, flapping a1•ound of their creator.
the young husband and trying at
It is a question of which elea very late date to intimidate ment of character-using is the
him into the "commercial bag" primary concern of the playand out of the "esthetic bag."
wright. There is a big difference
William Goodhart, the author, between the life, actions, and enhas set up a sharp opposition in tertaining value of dialogue, and
the two main characters: Hans of stage characters. Mr. Good-

hart knows this difference, and
the main strength of the play is
the predication of humor as primarily the interraction b~twecn
personalities on stage, prwr to
the comedy from actor:;; to audi.
ence.
William Martin, Concert Hall
di.rector, said only 165 students
purchased tickets for the play;
this is unfortunate, and really
should be corrected in future
chances - opportunities to see
such fine productions as "Generation.''

Gift· Certificate
Offered as Prize
Rhodes Department Store has
provided a $200 gift certificate to
be given away in a raffle conducted by the pledge class of Delta
Sigma Pi, professional business
fraternity. Drawing is April 15.
Proceeds from the sale of
chances will go to the Casa Linda
School for mentally retarded
children. Tickets are on sale in
front of the Union for 50 cents or
three for $1. •

Fiesta Booths
All organizations wishing to
have a Fiesta midway booth are
required to send a representative
to Room 253 in the Union tonight
at 8:30.

Student Publications

Applications Set
For New Editors
Applicants for editors of the
Summer LOBO, the 1967-68
LOBO, the 1968 MIRAGE, the
'67-68 THUNDERBIRD, and the
JUGGLER humor magazine will
be interviewed at the Student
Publications Board meeting on
April24.
Application forms are available
in the Student Publications extension of the Journalism building. All applications must be submitted to Room 159 of that building by Tuesday, April 18.
The Summer LOBO editor receives $65 for publishing eight
issues during the session.
The salary of the regular
LOBO editor is $160 a month.
The new editor will take over
publication immediately after appointment this month.
The MIRAGE editor is paid
$100 monthly; the T-BIRD editor
receives $100 for each issue published.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

LOBO would have to absorb the

coats.

In other business Senators approved the appointment of Ira .
!Robinson as attorney general,
and heard reports f;r:om senate
committees.

·somebody forgot.•.

1

··'

every litter bit hurts"

t,'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Athletes at UNM
Have Good Grades

(Editor's Note:. This is the last
article in a series of four by
LOBO Associate Editor Jeff Dennard on athletes' grades.)
By JEFF DENNARD
A UNM professor was commenting on the work that a football player was doing in his class.
"Much to my amazement and
joy I found that he was an excellent student, as a matter of
fact he was one of my best students," the professor said. The
comment is probably amazing to
most people who still view the
college athlete as a "fish out of
water" when in the classroom.
At UNM the student-athletes
are not only doing well in the
classroom, they are at the head
of the class. The 223 athletes at
UNM have an average grade
point of 2.31 on a 4,0 system
while carrying an average of 15plus hours.
The upswing of the grades
among athletes is something
which is plain to see in almost
all colleges across the country.
With the help of tutoring programs at the University of Alabmlla, athletes have been the outstanding group of students on
their campus for the past five
years. The athletic director, Paul
Bryant, takes pride in the fact
that since he came to the school
the role of the athlete has become one of a leader in the classroom as well as on the field.
"Our athletes have an average
gt•ade point of something just
over a 2.4 on a four point system," he said. "The rest of the
male population on campus is
averaging about 2.2. This is not
just a result of special tutoring,
but also it comes from the boys
wanting to prove that athletes
are good, responsible students
too.''
At Syracuse University, Gordon Decker, director • of athletics
said that the grade point among
the athletes was about the same
as the rest of the male students,
but he quickly added that the
average was about 2.4 and the
athletes were certainly not bringing it down. "Here at Syracuse
we have a very high academic
standard so the athletes must be
able to achieve good grades to
even be accepted," -said Decker.
"As a result of the standards
most of our athletes are also fine
students."
At New Mexico, there are numerous reasons for the high academic showing of the athletes.
Ike Singer, athletic coordinator,
explained some of the programs.
"We have tutoring programs
like all the other schools and
some special things such as the
required cut slips that athletes
must turn in if they have missed
a class. This helps in the attendance since they are gone on trips
a good part of the time they must
go to class."
Pete McDavid, athletic director, said that the University recognizes the outstanding scholarathlete each year and that he

felt this contributed to the desire
among the athletes to get better
p.-rades. "The boys are mo1•e concerned ~;~bout grades than they
were a few years ago. I think it
is as much a matter of nersonal
~ride as anything else," said McDavid.
The tem1is team at UNM is
the team with the highest grade
point average, with a 2.65. The
JTolf team has a 2.51 al'd the
g-ymrastics team averages 2.44.
These are small .teams so the
high gra(les are not too surprising. But it is surprising that the
38-man track team shows a p-rade
point of 2.37 and the large baseball team averages 2.39.
The average male on the UNM
campus is taking a little over 14
hours. The average athlete, desnite the time he must spend on
the practice field is taking 15
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April 15 Mobilization
A joint meeting of Students
for a Democratic Society and
Students Against the War in
Viet Nam will be held Thursday,
April 6 at 8 p.m. in Room 250A-B of the Union. Plans will be
discussed for the April 15 mobilization. All those who need transportation or are willing to share
l'ides to San F1;ancisco are invited to attend.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

CAMPUS
FASHIONS

Louis· Vrattos
Jewelers

BY CHIP TOBERT

Expert on Swiss and
American Watche=

-

ESQUIRE'S FASHION EDITOR

WATCHES-- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

THE COUNTDOWN TO SUMMER

Viet Nam Debate
Will Be Tuesday

'

"My name is Sheila
y home is Burma.
I am a tour guide at the UN"

i
!

Susan Spotless says:

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

21,000 visitors come to United Nations Headquarters every
week. G.uidcd tours start every 10 minutes 9: I Sam to 4:45pm,
7 days a week. Tours cost $1.25 for adults, 501' for children and

students, last one hour, :1nd will fill many letters home.
For a free UN Tour Booklet and Visitor's Builon write to·
UN Association of the United Stales, New York 10017.
•

t'""'<"

Cnntribured by tills rttwspaptr as a public

~trvlc~ In .:ooptration wltlr Tilt Advmlsing Couna/1,\.

Two local groups, the American
Legion and the Citizens Acting
for Peace, have challenged each
other to a public debate on Viet
Natn on Tuesday, April 11 at 8
p.m. in the Unitarian Church,
3701 Carlisle N.E.
Speaking against the war will
be Malcolm Sharp, UNM law professor, and Sandia Corporation
scientist Rod Driver. Albuquerque attorney Peter McAtee and
bank executive William Greenhalgh will speak in favor of the
war.
Admission is free and the public is invited.

listen to KUNM

is felt from one corner of the
campus to the other. The race is on to finish papers, cover the terms
work and find something to do this summer before the semester
ends. So with sights on splitting the campus scene let's check out
your warm weather wardrobe for Summer '67.

MAKE ABIG SPLASH

with the latest look in swim suits. For the
uninhibited set, there's nothing better than the Tarzan style loincloth swimsuits we highlighted in the February column. For more
conventional good looks, we like the new lightweight quick-drying
cotton corduroy swim-play shorts. Style runs the gamut from extension waist band to belted models and from brief to surfer length
leg. Bright color is the keynote for '67. Yellow, green and gold
bathing trunks are getting the biggest play and the multi-colot·
stripe straight hanging jersies are a natural to top them off. The
colorful cover-ups are not only smart looking but tailor made to
suit every taste. You can choose anything from a cool, sleeveless
boat neck to a free swinging mock turtle neck shirt with % length
sleeves.

DOWNTOWN • NOB HILL • WINROCK
Tltree quality Stores

THE HEADLINE STORY

is the new bold geometric, paisley or
native print cotton hats that are designed for beach or holiday
wear. It's the hat that's fun to wear, looks we\\ on and :iust -may
change a bareheaded generation of college men into a nation of hat
men. Both the 1·ound and :flat top models are always worn brim
down.

GO NATIVE

in this season's Mexican,
Aztec or African inspired print" button
down collat sport shirts. Solid color
slacks ot walk shorts in bright shades
handsomely accent the bold shirts. Ot·,
reverse the order and sport the colorful
native print slacks with a solid shirt. A
couple of pairs of western style jeans or
chinos round out the basic casual equipment.

THE SOCKLESS LOOK

and common sense have come to terms.
While we like the look of bare ankles with ce1·tain casual clotheswe know it's harmful to feet and murder on shoes. So, we recommend you slip on the new mini socks that preserve the naked look
and offer protection at the same time. For sportswear you can't go
wrong with the new smooth leather reverse suede casual shoes in
either the slip-on or eyelit tie model. Color is generating a lot of
excitement in daytime footwear. Choose from a wide range of tan,
gold, pastel green, blue or burgundy. Other newsworthy footnotes
are the easy going sandals in a wide range of leathers and colors.

I,

,,

£..qu.in.£A.
CLUB &

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

---------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~

hours.
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with

ANYTHING GOES

during the day but when the
sun goes down there are plenty of places, even on
the casual summer circuit that won't let you in
without a coat and tie. The look we like best is a
navy or medium blue double breasted blaze1~ with
white stitching. Tie on a printed silk tie in the new
wider widths and you're l'eady to do the town. If
this summer will see you making an important
entry into the business world, a lightweight wool
and polyeste1• suit in any of the new lighter colorations will see you handsomely through the hectic
days ahead. And for the avant garde, a double
breasted or 2-button model suit is an excellent
choice.

FaraPreSS"'
To ivy; add plaid. The sum: elegant
slacks superbly styled and finished in
the Farah fashion. We have the interesting patterns and lively colors
that are making fashion news. Of
course, these slacks "Never Need
Ironing/'

Farah Slacks
$7 ••• $8 •.• $9 ••• $10

TIME TO RING DOWN THE CURTAIN on another academi~ ye.ar.
So whether you plan to surf, soak up some rays or try the JUmor
ex~cutive life, make the most of it and hav; a ball this summer! Au
revoir until the fall when we'll be back With the scoop on Back-toCollege fashions. See you in September.

90.1 Mcs.

© Copyrlcht, 19&7, ESQUIR~, Ine.
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Hopeful 6ridders Open .Training
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Spring football practice at
UNM looks little ditffferent than
it has in past years, but coaches
and fans alike hope that the end
result will be more fruitful than
it was the past two seasons.
Coach Bill Weeks has changed
the Lobo attack to the I formation. However, early practice is
limited to getting back into shape
after the winter and reviewing
basic football, with the finer details coming later.
The success of the new attack
probably won't be known until
the first game next fall. However,
it will be possible to get some
general idea in later practices.
Nobody Safe
No positions are safe on the
Wolfpack squad after last year's
2-8 season piled on top of a 3-7
tally in 1965. Some 34 lettermen
are returning, but after the '66
showing nearly everyone is starting at the bottom.
New recruits will come in for

practice next fall and two of the
top playerl! and an assistant
coach will also report then after
a six-month stay in the national
guard.
It is much too early for the
coaches to evaluate the playersold or new-or to size up the
prospectus for the 1967 campaigu. Spring practice will tell
much about the potential of the

players and where. they will fit in.
5 Non-Conference Games
Along with the five Western
Athletic Conference games with
Wyoming, Brigham Young, Utah,
Arizona, and Arizona State, the
Lobos will meet a varied group
of non-conference challengers.
The opening game of the season wil lbe with Idaho State here.
Then mixed through the season

t~e three-tim~

conference c~:~;
pwn Lobos Will meet Iowa
at Ames, San Jose State at San
Jose, Calif., T.exas Western here,
ard New Mex1co State here.

Nov. 17-I 8

Town Club will hold a bridge
party at the Newman Center tomorrow from 1 to 4 p.m. The
p11rty is open to the public and .
refreshments and door prizes will
be offered. Tickets are one dollar
a person and may be purchased
at the door. Participants are
asked to bring their own cards. A
tournament will be held for those
interested,

Archery Tourney
At ASU Is First

I

M·

c~.~ --------------------------------------------------------~~----~F---

Fiagstead Will Bid for Executive

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

By WAYNE CIDDIO

Arizona State University has
been selected to host the first
U. S. Intercollegiate Archery
Meet.
Dates for the event, according
to Tournament Director Margaret Klann, will be Nov. 17-18,
1967.
Miss Klan, coach of the nationally ranked men's and women's
teams at ASU, said that the meet
was scheduled by the National
Archery' Association in order to
add emphasis to the sport, which
will gain status as an olympic
event in 1972.

LOBO FOOTBALLERS begin spring football practice with assistant coach Bo Bollinger, left, and head coach Bill Weeks in the
background looking on. The Lobos will enter the 1967 campaign
hoping to improve on last year's disappointing 2-8 season. Practice sessions are in the afternoons at the baseball field.
(LOBO photo by Pawley)

Bridge Party

James Flagstead, a fourth-year engineering student at
UNM, has declared himself as the third candidate for the
position of Associated Students president.
Flagstead announced his candidacy "with the intent of
offel'ing to the student body
a positive program of effective ideas to better focus the
sincere desires and efforts
of student government on

Indian Jewelry

Alpho Phi Omego
To Bock Thorson

OLDTOWN

STUDENTS
Juniors-Seniors-Graduotes
for part•time work now leading to
full·time in summer. Starting salaries
$20 to $50 a week depending on

hours available with excellent earn·
ings for summer work.

Call Mr. Spradling at the Holiday

U. Nine to l-lost Texas Tech Listen to KUNM
Coach Bob Leigh's UNM baseball squad will play host to Texas
Tech in a three game series with
a twinbi11 set for Friday, April
7, and a single game on Saturday. The games will start at 1 :00
p.m. both days.
The Lobos put a 13-10-1 record
on the line after winning six
games in the nine game series
with the University of Illinois
last week. Leigh was happy with
the outcome of the series with

strikeouts.
Texas Tech took a 8-9 record
on this week's road swing. Coach
Burl Huffman's Raiders opened
the week with Texas A&M on

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65f- tim .., $2.00. Insertions
must be aubmltted by noon on day before
publleation to Room 169, Student Publlea·
tiona Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

his altna xnat.er a\t.hougb he hopea

FOR BALE

to tighten up his defense before
the Red Raiders come to town.

1965 Red Mustang, 6 eyl. Radio & heater. CaD 243-5520 or 242-0772, ask for
Jess Sandoval. Leave your phone no. if
owner not in. 4/5,. 6. 7. 10
1966 Ducati, 250 scrambler with extras.
In excellent condition, 1800 miles. Call
256-3676 after 5 p.m. 4/5, 6, 7
SYMPHONIC stereo high fidelity ..,t,
all-wood cabinet, table modeL $50 or
best offer. See at Room 169, Studont
Pul;Jlications Bldg.

.281 for Year
New Mexico, now batting .281
for the year, banged out 65 hits
in the Illinois series including 15
doubles, seven triples and four
homeruns plus recorded a total
of 43 runs batted in.
Pitcher-outfielder Bruce Koch
leads the batting for the regulars in the lineup with a .400
average. Five other regulars are
over the .300 mark with Dick
Storey at .327, Dave Chase·.317-,
Greg With .316, Paul LaPrairie
.307 and Mike McLaughlin .304.
With leads the team in RBis with
17 followed by Mark Johnson
with 16 and LaPrairie with 15.
With Leads
With leads the Lobos in two,
base hits with eight and homeruns with three. LaPrairie leads
in triples with five to his credit.
Leigh is expected to send Ralph
Sallee (2-3) to the mound in the
opener with Cliff Fowler (2·0)
the probable choice in the nightcap. In Saturday's single game
ace Bob McAulay (4-1) should
get the nod. Sallee has posted a
8.22 ERA and leads the pitching
staff in strikeouts with 54. McAulay beat Illinois twice, including a four hit 9-0 shutout, and
has an ERA of 3.40 with 42

FOR SALE: 1965, 260ee Yamalla Catalina.
Execllent eondltion, 3500 mile!. $450.00
or best offer. Call :!68·2330 after 4 p.m.
~/3, 5, 6, 7.
BRlCK home. 10 minutes from University,
3000 sq. ft., 4 or 5 bedrooms, 3 fun
baths, beautiful Paneled den PIWI :recreation room. Ref. air eond, CaD 255-7733.
3/29 contin.
FAMOUS Personality Pootera, 2'h':x3%',
McQueCJI,. Peter Fonda. Brando,. Lenny
B11lce,

Mao.

Fields,

Allen

Ginsburg.

Einstein, Dylan, Rolling Stones, Newman; Clint Eastwood plus more, send
for list. Shipping an~-wbe:-<> in U.S.
prepaid. 1 poster $1.75, 2 posters $3.00,
3 pooters U.25. MadaJn Butterfly's Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado
80220.

Monday and Tuesday before moving here for the three game set
with New Mexico. Prior to the
Texas A&M games, Tech's wins
were over New Mexico Highlands (7-6 and 3-1) and Texas
Western (13-4).
BATTING I.EADERS
GMS
Hames
7
Koch
u
Stor<!Y
17
Chase
21
With
23
LaPrairie
24
McLaughlin
22

.Johnson
Wilson
Chavozo
llaldl:z.an

24
18
12

Thompson
UNM Totals
Opponents

z•
13
24

24

PO
561

642

a.m. and 2 p.m. dally.

AB

R

H

11

3
5

5

30

49

60
79
88
69
84

AS

Z3

8Z

12

7
8

16

19
25
27
21
24

u

18

u

20
lG

..

12
8
lD

lZ

39
731
751

10
139
128

8
206
207

A
215
221

E
58
67

Ave.
.930
.919

BIG PROBLEMS.
OR LITTlE PROBLEMS

Bodle

Ko<:b
Vaughn
Hinkle
Polk
Laub
MeAicc!e
UNM

GP
7
2

6

6
3

2

5
6

3

5
2
2

2

GS
0
0
G
6

2

0
0
5
0
0
2

2
1

24

w

About Ufe?
If you haven't found the answers to some of life's puzzles perhaps It's lime for
you to look to God and seek his help in solving those difficult "life" problems.
First Baptist Church, Central at Broadway, has invited Bo and Dick Baker to
Albuquerque to toll you how God can give you an Abundant Life. Don't miss
this opportunity to ,ear the world-travelled Boker Brothers when they're here on
April 9th through 16th. Each night ot 7:15 and on Sunday mornings at 11:00
you will be able to hear them explaining from the Bible and their own experi·
ence how God con help you solve your "Can't Solve" problems about life.

0

3

1
0
10

0

1

2
1
0
216

SLIDE ltule KNE, almost new, Call J.
. Vaughn, 299-9571. 4/6, 7, 10, 12.
WANT TO RENT

FOR REN'l'
EFFICIENCY apartment, 2 blocks from
campua, $65.00 . Per month, ut!llties
Paid. See at 119 Maple NE or call
242-9953. 4/5, 6, 7, 10
EFFICIENCY apartment!!, 1 block west of
UNM, $79.50 to $85.00 aU Utlllti"" paid,
Some with improvementl!. Furni•hed, ol'l•treet parking, CaD Sam Coover, 266·
8571, eves. 842-8280. Calrd·Norr&l Ruley,
216, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom, new tarn.
lahing•, elllclency kitehen. AU utiUti.. included •.Call Sam Cooper, 265-8671, eves,
842-8280. Calrd-Norrio Realty, 2/6, 9, to.
SERVICES
CLEAN, oil and adjust portable t:rpewrit.
era $9.00, Electric $12.50, Standard
$11.00, Special for UNM Student.. Free
piek up tl: delivery. E a: E Typewriter
Service, 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0588,
APARTMENTS
ROOM AND BOARD for college etudentll.
Co-educational, freedom and Privaey,
wall·lo·waU earoeting, heated swimmin~r
11001, cood food, eolor TV and •tudy
Jooqes. As loW as $29.25 a week for
room and OOard. Tbe College Inn, 803
Ash N.E., 243-2881,
LOST
LOST: A .iade ol< diamond rlnlt, set in
Yellow gold with Ole name IC. K, Gnene
Inside. Reward offered. Loet Jfarch li
between SUB and Educational eontplex,
CliiJ l!77·28G4, 4/1, li, II, 7,

SOLVED even

for those Who perspire heavily

A new antiperspirant that
really Works! Solves underarm
problems for many who had
despairea of effective
help. MITCHUM ANTIPERSPIRANT keeps
underarms absolutely dry for
thousands of grateful users.
Positive action coupled with

complete gentleness to normal
skin and clothing is made possible by new type of formula
produced by a trustworthy 54year-old laboratory. 90-day
supply $3.00, At leading drug
and toiletry counters, with
patented nylon applicator. Or
for sample, send 25~ to The
Mitchum Co., Dept. AP-3
Paris, Tenn. Remember-it
stops excessive perspirationfor many users keeps underarms absolutelydry.

. .

)"

·
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Student .Senate tentatively approved the 1967-68 Associated

0
1
1

FOR sale: A vair of wire wheels. Will
llt. Austin, Healey, MG or Triumph,
$25.00 for the pair. Call 256-1169 after
5 p.m.
3/31, 4/3,5,6.
1965 Honda 150ee. $200.00 or best <>ffcr.
May be seen at 2126 Gold SE, Apt. 11.
416, 7, 10, 12.

OSU Prot. and family want to rent furnished liome in good location JuneAugust. Ref. Write P.O. Box 241, Dublin, Ohio. 4/6, 6, , 7

tive Administrative Assistant, a
member of the Speakers Committee, and served six yeaJ:s in the
Marine Corps.
-• ·
Wells, in his campaign statement, said,....lli .have been •Vflnf. ,
interested in the N .• S.A. since .I
came to the University and I
would like to encourage other students to take the same interest. If
I were elected to the :position .I
.would 11se JnY abilities and ex·perience to aclftlaint the stuaents
.
.:vniv!lr.sity :with the many __
"fine :Programs Wh1ch N,S.A. of~

,:

they a-re p-rovided with these acnorson. _said.
-

. J_ . . . tiv.ities,"

,------~ ~

Some Horn Support
In the fraternity's motion to
i supJ!QrJ;,Tbor.'IDJJ~·..Murphy empba- ·.
,4, ", :sizedjhat the individual membe:rs ·
were going to support Thors~n
-and that the motion was not an.
.endorsement. "We may have
some members that will vote for,
.and support Tom Horn," Murphy
said.
Mur_p~y ,);l_llid ..that he thol!ght •.. , .
, JAMES FLAGS'fEAI;)
the fraternity could best serve _situation, FJagstead said he had
,-horson by working actively for only one year left .·before graduaemphasized•the s c h o l a r - · · · · - - - - - - - - - - - him. "I'm not ·asking you to get _tion and that he :W!Iuld not be
sllips for study"in fcrreig'n"'Collli-"·
·
·
out and miss classes to work ior 'required to take more than a 16tries and the low ·cost student ·
I
. Thorson but we can do a lot to hour load.
tours. He added, "I would like toWhen asked about his attitude
help him, rather than give
do all I can to insure that the
:money," Murphy said.
h
students on our campus have all
The APO support for Thorson toward a public debate with t e
the opportunities possible to take
Chi Alpha, UNM's newest re- was the first sign of the election o t h e r presidential candidates,
full advantage of their National ligious organization, has recently fever
that will begin to grip the Flagstead said,. "I think that a
:obtained its national charter. At campus before the April 21 elec- debate emphasizes personalities
Student Association.",
the same time, the local chapter fion.
rather than the issues at hand."
received word that its chapter
He closed his campaign statename had been changed to Delta
Friday Dance
ment
by saying, "I pledge that '
Mu.
Chakaa Applications
should
I be elected I will be a
The "New Plague" band
The next regular meeting will
Chakaa applications are due
will play at a dance sponsored
·he held on Tuesday, April 11, at Monday, AprillO. Any sophomore dedicated and responsible repreby the Union Directorate in
8:15 p.m. The meeting will be in men with a 2.75 grade point aver- sentative of the student body,
the Union tonight from 8:30 to
room 253 in the Union. The fea- age and 45 credit hours are eli- concerned with significant stu11 :30. Admission is 25 cents
(tured speaker for the evening is gible to apply. Applications may dent problems and questions and
with student ID card.
Doyle Kelly, Chi Alpha chaplain. be picked up at Miss Elder's desk with fulfilling my campaign
Everyone is invited to attend.
in the Dean's office.
promises."

.ntot·.·-.e, ·au·dget _f~;:;ls
Te
.
. ' IV
·. "'

0

0
0
3
0
0
0

Lawrence C. Wells, UNM sophomore, has announced his candidacy for the office of National
Student Association Coordinator
in the coming Student Senate
electioJis.
• ., ..• --. ..... ,.
., -.'~ •.~. Wells 'has served ;ts chairman
of "Operation Jingle Bells," and
as Interim Chairman of the Publicity Committee. He was Legisla-

·

1

2

Wells to Run for NSA Post

the problems that exist and the
questions that need to be raised
in the University."
The Alpha Phi Omega service
Flag-stead has been president
fraternity last night voted unanimously to support John Thorson of Vigilantes and Chakaa, secrein his election campaign for Pres- tary of Blue Key, vice-president
of the Institute of Electl'ical and
ident of Assoeiated Students.
Electronic
Engineering, presid!mt
APO President Don Murphy
State
Master
Councilor of tlw
asked the membet·s of the fraterOrdt>r
of
DeMolay,
a membP.r of
nity to support Thorson who is
Engizwr-r~ Joint Council, and a
an independent. "I think that I
m~mber ()f Dan Dennison's g,:ec·know all of you well enough to utive
Committee.
know that Thorson is the kind of
Plagstead
said, ''I think I lmvc
man you want to suppol't," Murthe opportunity to oJfer a uniqu('
phy said.
set of capabilities for the job."
40 Active Members
The fraternity represents about He indicated that he would be
40 active members, operates the supported by the College o:f Encoat check booth in the Union gineering,
When asked how the presiand performs many service projaff ect his academic
ects both on and off campus.
r--c.·---·---.---·'·····-~··
T h o r s o n answered questions
from members about his positions
on campus problems. He pledged
to try to get more of the town
students to become involved with
campus activities.
"We have to convince the students that there are a lot of
worthwhile activities here for
them on campus and see that

Senote_Ap~." roves...~o{ .au~
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PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE JOHN THORSON (standing), thanks members of Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity for their expression of support in the election. The group voted unanimously to
help Thorson in his bid for the presidency of the Associated Students. Seated at the table listening
to Thorson are (from left): vice-president Marty Castillo, president Don Murphy, and treasurer
Glen Grea\'er. The fraternity has about 40 active members and its motion was the first public expression of support for Thorson.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)

"CAN'T SOLVE" PROBLEMS
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When you can't afford to be dull
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz
NoDoz keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
....
back to your mental best .• , help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non-habit forming.
While studying, or afhlr hours,
sharpen your Wits With NoDoz.

Students budget Wednesday after
amending the proposed budget to
include an allocation of $36,000
foi' the MIRAGE, UNM yearb~ok. · ·· .
The reinstatement of the
MIRAGE budget may affect next
year's tuition and fees once again,
since the figures set by the UNM
Regents were based on an activity
fee cut of $2 a semester, the portion of the $12 fee no1·mally alloted to the yearbook.
. The total budget will be $225,000 divided among organizations
and student government. Organization , requests for allocations
· were submitted to Senate finance
eommittee; Chairman Tom Horn,
considered, in committee, a!Jd reviewed by the Joint Executive-Finance committee before the budget was submitted to senate.
The newly established Popular
Entertainment committee was allocated $20,000 to bring . wellknown entertainers to UNM next
year.
. . .
The THUNDERBIRD, JUGGLER, MIRAGE, and LOBO
were allocated $3,400, $3,000,
$36,000 and $26,000, respectively.
All 44 items on the budget
. were considered individually by
Senate before the budget was
tentively a}}proved. The budget
will be considered in its final
form, including the MIRAGE
allocation
and
some minor
changes, next Wednesday,
A bill eliminating all student
government officials' sa!a1·ics e:li:(Continued On Page 3)
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U. Music Professor Is Gourmet Cook

(Editor's note: This is the last
in a series of three articles by
LOBO Editpr Lynne Frindell on
!lobbies of UNM faeulty members.)
By LYNNE FRINDELL
A gourmet cook is usually one
who knows the fine points of the
trade and who has an expert
knowledge of good food and good
drink, but for James Whitlow,
music p1·ofcssor at UNM, it is a
different story.
"It is not so much that I am
a connoisseur of fine ffoods," said
Whitlow, "as that I just like to
cook what people like."
Whitlow is one of several UNM
professors a n d administrators
whose hobby has nothing to do
with his day-to-day job.
Cook or Starve
l t all started thr!!e or four

years ago when Whitlow's wife
was in the hospital, and it was
try to cook or starve.
"My wife was and to this day
is tolerant about my cooking and
puttering around the kitchen," he
explained. "Since I have learned
what I was doing, she is grateful
for the work I talte off her shoul·
ders, and we both enjoy cooking.
A word-of-mouth agreement with
my wife is that she cooks the
desserts and Mexican dishes, and
fixes the fancy trimmings like
hors d'oeuvres. I do the rest."
RelatiYes Sampled Food
Before Whitlow got the courage to cook for parties or guests,
he used to invite relatives over
and experiment with them. If
they okayed the dishes, then he
would try them out later with
guests.
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"My most encouragement other 12 years, has published several
than from my wife came from of his own recipes in local newsanother male gourmet cook in papers. He has no special tools
town who has two kitchens in his for cooking except the normal
home-one for his wife and one culinary devices plus an array
for him," explained Whitlow.
of 50 or so different spices that
he likes to experiment with •.
Secret of Cooking
"The secret of cooking for
Has he any personal do's or
other people and pleasing them," dont's about cooking? Whitlow
Whitlow said, "is preparing ba- said that his complaint was that
sically what they like, perhaps a people cook meat too fast.
chuck roast and then sneaking in
Cook Meat Slowly
new stuff in the way of seasoning
"Good meat should be cooked
or sauces. People enjoy it every
slowly at 250" 1 no more no less,"
time."
Cooking is Whitlow's type of he said. "If done correctly, there
relaxation away from the music would be no need for meat tenworld even though it can take a derizers."
good day's work to prepare a
"My right hand man. in . this
1neal or even a couple days' ad- experiment, as I still call it," he
vance prepat·ation if he is cook- said, "is a gourmet cookbook. I
ing for a large number of people. still have a lot to learn about it,
Published Recipes
but I enjoy experimenting and
Whitlow, a professor here for sampling different foods."

